
1. Break query sequence into words



• Find exact matches to query words 
• Can be done in efficiently 

• Hashing 
• Alternatively AC finite state machine
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2. Find database hits



2. Find database hits



3. Extend hits



How to handle possible mismatches in words?

Neighbor words



How to handle possible mismatches in words?



How to handle possible mismatches in words?



How to handle possible mismatches in words?



Statistics: Question

• Given two random sequences of lengths m and n
• What is the probability that they will produce an MSP score 

of >= S ?



The probability will depend on: 
• How long is are the sequences (the longer the 

easier to get a local score above threshold by 
chance) 

• Scoring matrix 
• Distribution of amino acids in each sequence 

Statistics: more intuition



Statistics: Intuition



Simulation
1. Generate many random sequence pairs

2. Compute the distribution of the SCOREs
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Statistical test

Simulation

p-value = 0.001p-value = 0.45



Extreme value distribution



Extreme value distribution
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Compute a p-value
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Statistical test

EVD

p-value = 0.001p-value = 0.45



Significance: P-value and E-value
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E-value

Approximation:

if x is very small, then 1-exp(-x) can be approximated by x

Therefore,

P(Z>=x) 

So E-value = DatabaseLength * p-value

where N is the database size (not the aligned length n)



Genomics



Sequencing tech



Sequencing tech: next generation





What do we get from sequencing?



How to analyze these reads?



Cancer 
Heart Disease 
Brain Disease

Mutation identification: Mapping



Genome projects: Assembly



Use sequencing for other types of data

X-seq technology



RNA-seq



Assembly



Assembly

Computational Challenge: assemble individual short fragments 
(reads) into a single genomic sequence (“superstring”) 



Problem: Given a set of strings, find a shortest 
string that contains all of them

Input:  Strings s1, s2,…., sn
Output:  A string s that contains all strings s1, s2,

…., sn as substrings, such that the length of s 
is minimized

Shortest common superstring



Shortest common superstring



Any ideas?



Directed Graph



Overlap Graph



Example



Shortest common superstring problem is hard



Shortest common superstring problem is hard



Matching a superstring to a set of short reads

Assume we have a set S of reads with length k (k-mers) 

Goal: Find a string that can be exactly split in to set S.



Overlap graph approach

Assume we have a set S of reads with length k (k-mers) 

Goal: Find a string that can be exactly split in to set S.



Overlap graph approach is hard

Assume we have a set S of reads with length k (k-mers) 

Goal: Find a string that can be exactly split in to set S.


